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Churchill Downs: Spring Meet 2017 
Third Day: Wednesday, May 3 
Post Time: 12:45 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats To Date: 20-7-2-5—35% winners; 70% in 
the money 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
Trainer Greg Foley annexed yesterday’s nightcap in Louisville with 
Walker’s Way ($9.80) for the same connections, and he looks “live” in 
Wednesday’s opener with FULL HEART, a chestnut gelding who drops in 
class, stretches out a sixteenth of a mile and returns to the dirt in this spot 
looking for form reversal. He should get a great trip from his inside post 
draw stalking SHARP GAME and CONFEDERATE RAGS and get first crack 
at the dying speed at the quarter-pole. He hit the gate at the start in his 
last race and a faced a pair of next-out winners in his last two starts on the 
main track; choice. WILD MAN looks very similar to the top choice in that 
he drops in class, stretches out slightly and will return to the main track in 
this heat for trainer Steve Asmussen, who won the fourth on yesterday’s 
card with Anythingyoucando ($8.80). Gelded son of Pulpit finished less 
than a length to the good of the top choice in his most recent start, gets 
blinkers for the first time and owns a past win in Louisville; contender. 
CONFEDERATE RAGS takes a marked class drop from the $30K starter 
allowance ranks into this $8K claiming affair against “non-winners of two 
lifetime foes”, and he gets in light with the bug boy Rayan Gazader named 
for the assignment. His best effort to date is when he was engaged in the 
race early, and he figures to be sent from the opening bell in this heat, 
however the horse just to his inside, SHARP GAME, looks to be a bit 
quicker on paper and a proverbial speed duel has the potential of 
developing; hangs on for part with a top effort. NORTHERN RANGER 
scratched out of a $16K, “non-winners of two lifetime” claiming heat 
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sprinting on the dirt on yesterday’s card in favor of this softer spot, and 
this bay son of U.S. Ranger gets wheeled back off 12 days rest after a 
lackluster effort off a layoff facing tougher rivals at Indiana Grand. He’ll be 
tighter this go-around and has run well under the Twin Spires in the past 
against slightly tougher stock. He’s 6-1 on the morning line; likely overlay. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-5-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
POR FAVOR drops back into conditioned claiming company for Hall of 
Fame conditioner Jack Van Berg off a lackluster effort against open $20K 
claiming/entry-level allowance adversaries in her most recent start in Hot 
Springs. Scat Daddy filly figures to settle and make one run turning back in 
distance in this spot, but there isn’t a lot of speed in here to set up her late 
kick; factors on the drop nonetheless. KENTUCKY DANCER returns to the 
races off a brief freshening for trainer Dale Romans, who found a level 
where this daughter of Haynesfield can be competitive when he dropped 
her in for a $16K tag last summer at Churchill and she won off by five 
lengths. She was improving before she was stopped on facing slightly 
lesser adversaries in South Florida, but she seems well-suited to this 
seven-furlong distance on the main track, and she may find herself on or 
near the early lead in a race that has a dearth of front-running types on 
paper; contender. NATIVE INDY well well-beaten by a heavy favorite—
Bottle Walk—in her most recent start when returning to the main track in 
a five-horse field at Keeneland three weeks ago, and that rival was third as 
the 2-1 favorite, beaten 10 lengths and change for the win, stepping up to 
$50K starter allowance company in yesterday’s fourth race. She’s better 
on a synthetic surface, but has managed to finish in the money in seven-of-
12 lifetime starts over a “fast” main track; useful on the bottom half of 
exotic wagers. ONE SHARP LADY has a penchant for minor awards, as she 
has managed to finish third in 50 percent of her lifetime starts. She turns 
back to a seven-furlong trip in this spot for veteran trainer Jeff Thornbury, 
and his charge has a license to move forward in the third start of her 
current form cycle; improvement expected. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-1-4 
 
 
RACE THREE 
The veteran campaigner JURY WISE looks to have the compact field in this  
open nickel claiming heat over the proverbial barrel, as the daughter of 
Whywhywhy drops out of $7,500 starter allowance company for trainer 
Chris Hartman, whose outfit bats at a high-percentage in claiming races. 
Chestnut mare is eligible to move forward in the third start of her current 
form cycle, and she was competitive last summer under the Twin Spires 
for a quarter. She sports a versatile running style and gets in light with the 
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seven-pound apprentice Gazader—who booted home a couple of winners at 
the recently concluded Keeneland meet—in the irons. There are no world-
beaters in here; major player. The 10-time winner CHEROKEE CALLIE has 
only missed the trifecta once from seven prior starts at Churchill Downs, 
and she was an honest second against slightly lesser foes when she was 
last seen sprinting on the dirt in Louisville. Her recent form against open 
company has been suspect, but trainer Mike Ford has made the most of 
limited opportunities in 2017, this mare is at her best at a straight six-
panel trip and she has positive current form having finished first-or-
second in five of her past six starts; threat. GREELY’S STRIKER is a late-
running chestnut mare that may be more in touch with the early pace this 
afternoon wearing blinkers for the first time, and she figures to get a 
decent pace in front of her to set up her late kick as DIXIE LOVER and 
CHEROKEE CALLIE figure to be prominent from the opening bell in this 
three-quarter mile sprint. She has finished in the in eight-of-13 prior starts 
in Louisville; comes running in the stretch drive. EQUULEI has finished in 
the money in six of her past nine starts while wearing blinkers, and her 
past dirt form is solid, albeit against lesser adversaries. She creeps up class 
but has ben improving of late and has finished first-or-second in four-of-six 
starts lifetime on “fast” dirt strips. She’s 12-1 on the morning line; overlay 
material. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-5-1 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
ONE TRUE KISS is multiple graded stakes placed sprinting on the main 
track and holds a back-class advantage over this field for Hall of Fame 
trainer Steve Asmussen. Late-running Warrior’s Reward filly figures to 
benefit from anticipated honest early splits to be carved out by DOXOLOGY 
and IMPROV, who figure to get steady pressure from a pressing SEA 
CLOUD. Bay miss has ran well in a pair of starts over the winter at 
Oaklawn Park, and she exits a “live” race where she had traffic issues at 
the quarter-pole and was only beaten a three-quarters of a length for all the 
money by Game Time Decision, a hard-knocking mare, and a scant half-
length by Rhodium, who came out of that heat to win two races at the 
recently concluded Keeneland meeting. The race sets up for her, and she’s 
the class of the field and will relish the extra sixteenth of a mile; holds all 
the aces. The gray filly SEA CLOUD should get a good trip pressing a quick 
early pace from the two-hole, and she has an affinity for this six and a half  
furlong trip on dirt. She ran well in her last start off a two-month layoff, 
where she was right on top of a quick pace from the opening bell, was 
bumped around in the stretch and was no match for a daylight winner. 
She’ll be tighter this time around making her second start off a layoff, and I 
like that she has retained honest form while moving up in class. She has 
been pretty salty since turning back to one-turn races and getting Lasix for 
the first time four starts back; contender. IMPROV is three-parts of a 
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length shy of winning her past three starts off the sidelines, and she comes 
into this affair fresh off a four-month plus hiatus from the races. Well-bred 
daughter of Distorted Humor out of a Unbridled’s Song mare was no match 
for Gulfstream-loving Curlin’s Approval in the Hurricane Bertie Stakes 
(G3) the last time she was seen in at the races, and she has given a good 
account of herself the past three times she has run at Churchill Downs. 
Homebred sports a gap-free public work tab since late March; threat. 
DOXOLOGY is the “speed of the speed” in this sprint, but she won’t have an 
easy time of things on the front-end as both IMPROV and SEA CLOUD 
figure to be prominent from the outset. Chestnut ran the race of her life in 
her most recent start, where she crushed lesser rivals by open lengths in 
New Orleans, setting splits of :21 4/5, :44 4/5, :57 1/5 and 1:10 and 3/5 
over a “wet-fast”, sealed racetrack in the process. She steps up class, takes 
her first crack at “two other than”, high-end optional claiming stock in this 
heat and figures to be in the midst of a pressured early pace; hangs on for a 
minor award with a top effort. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-3-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
The Freud colt JOEY B has good past form at Churchill Downs, will be 
tighter in his second start off the sidelines for veteran trainer Jimmy 
Baker and is a perfect one-for-one under the Twin Spires at this sometime 
tricky seven-furlong distance on the main track. If one throws out his two 
efforts on the grass—a surface he clearly doesn’t like—his form looks a little 
more solid, and he has enough natural speed to lay close to likely front-
runner BEACHTOWN BENNY, who is turning back from route races, in a 
race that doesn’t have a lot of early lick on paper. He gets an extra furlong 
to work with today; gets the nod. BEACHTOWN BENNY will make his first 
start off the claim for the Chris Hartman barn, an outfit that wins at a high-
percentage in this particular scenario. Bay son of Discreetly Mine tends to 
break running and there isn’t a lot of early speed signed on in this race, but 
he turns back to a one-turn trip in this spot while stepping up in class and 
hooking winners for the first time. He had to drop in for a $20K tag in Hot 
Springs to get his picture take and has been a non-factor in both prior 
starts in Louisville; figures for part, taking a stand against for top honors. 
GREELEYS CHARM will appreciate the class relief dropping from the $30K 
starter allowance ranks into this $30K “non-winners of two lifetime” 
conditioned claiming affair in this spot, and he’s less than a length from 
winning his past three races when he has been offered for a tag. I’m not 
crazy about the inside post draw coming out of the partial chute, but his 
past two races in Louisville are sharp and the class drop obviously works 
in his favor. He’ll be a likely overlay on the tote board; don’t ignore.  
RUNNING BACK’s form has improved since he was dropped out of maiden 
allowance company, and he benefitted from a hot early pace when 
graduating for a $30K tag in Lexington in his last start. He’s eligible for 
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improvement making his third start off a layoff, but he will face winners 
for the first time and his late run was aided by a :45 4/5 half-mile at 
Keeneland 20 days ago, and the half-mile split doesn’t figure to be that 
quick this afternoon; tab for a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-1-3 
 
 
RACE SIX 
SUMMERTIME SKY went to the sidelines flat in mid-February and acted as 
if she needed her last start at a nine-furlong trip on the grass at Keeneland, 
where she hooked a tougher crew of entry-level allowance types than she 
faces this afternoon. She’ll be tighter in her second start off the shelf, she 
broke her maiden in a turf sprint and was only six lengths off Kentucky 
Oaks (G1) contender and eventual multiple graded stakes winner Farrell 
in her first start against winners in the $145,000 Silverbulletday Stakes. 
She makes her first start for a tag in this heat for trainer Mark Casse, and 
the Sky Mesa filly is bred to stay two-turns; rates top billing. SHEZAPRADO 
was already in deep waters in the Gulfstream Park Oaks (G2) but when she 
stumbled at the start, she lost what little chance she may have had. That 
race is therefore a toss out, and she will return to her preferred surface—
turf—in this spot for trainer Mike Maker. She faced a nice filly in Salty (6-1 
on the morning line for the Kentucky Oaks (G1) on Friday) in her last start 
and a next-out winner in a minor stakes race at Gulfstream Park in the 
penultimate effort. On the down side, blinkers haven’t done the trick, and 
she had to dip into the maiden claiming ranks for a quarter to get her 
picture taken. The “best hop is the drop” as the old racetrack adage goes; 
dirt-to-turf angle playable. FAULT should get a ground-saving, stalking trip 
on the hedge from her inside post draw sitting behind likely pacesetter I’M 
INDY HAVIN FUN and the pressing ON HER HONOR and be poised to 
pounce on those rivals should they stub their collective toes on the front 
end. I’ll cut her some slack in her past two starts, as she was bumped early 
in her last outing and hit the gate when last seen on the dirt two starts 
back. She was only a length and a half off the top choice in her debut run in 
New Orleans; threat with a clean break. ON HER HONOR is better on 
Polytrack, but she finished with zeal the last time she was in for a tag, 
albeit for a quarter against lesser stock at Delaware Park last fall. Gray 
filly has some ability, as she was only a length and change off the useful 
filly Dynatail three starts back in the restricted OBS Championship Stakes 
over a Tapeta surface, and she drops out of a grade three stakes in which 
she was clearly outclassed going off a nearly 76-1. She’ll get a good trip 
stalking the free-wheeling front-runner I’M INDY HAVIN FUN but looks to 
be a cut below others in class; minor award candidate. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-1-4 
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RACE SEVEN 
I’ll take a stab with the longshot play GATA FURIOSA in Wednesday’s 
seventh, a $50,000 maiden claiming affair for the fillies to be contested at 
a one-turn mile trip. Bay daughter of Wildcat Heir had a terrible post draw 
in her career debut against maiden allowance company at Oaklawn Park, 
where she broke from the one-hole in a 10-horse field, was last away and 
made up some ground in the lane in a race that went in a snappy 1:10 flat. 
She gets Lasix for the first time for trainer Kellyn Gorder, and the outside 
post isn’t detrimental coming out of the chute. She acts like she’ll relish the 
extra quarter-mile in distance and has all the room in the world for 
improvement making just her second career start. She’s an overlay at 12-1 
on the morning line and can factor here if she breaks; choice, at a square 
price. I’M WITH MILLER drops in for a tag for the first time and gets first-
time Lasix for the high percentage Brad Cox outfit, and the daughter of 
Sky Mesa exits a quick race at Oaklawn Park. She’s another who had the 
misfortune of a poor draw in the debut run (broke from the eight-hole in a 
nine-horse field), and she acts as if she will appreciate the stretch out in 
distance to this one-turn, one-mile trip. She may have been spinning her 
wheels on a dead rail in her last race and will be tighter making the second 
start of her career; improvement expected. MILADY ROCKS is the 
controlling speed in this eight-furlong affair, and she was victimized by a 
poor ride in her last start, where she came in on a rival in deep stretch and 
was disqualified from the win and placed third. She should get a clear, 
early lead in this spot, but she has a knack of packing it in late after setting 
the early pace, and she may have been aided by a “muddy”, sealed 
racetrack in her most recent start. She stretches out another furlong in 
this spot and creeps up in class; hangs on for a minor award with a top 
effort. AWESOME GAL set a slow pace over a speed-favoring racetrack and 
still “got late” in her last start in Hot Springs, and she’s not as quick as 
MILDAY ROCKS and should be relegated to a stalking trip in this heat. Bay 
filly will be tighter making her second start off the shelf and should 
appreciate turning back in distance to this one-turn mile trip with a pair of 
route races under her belt; on the fringes. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-1-6-3 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
LIEUTENANT SEANY O finished a diminishing neck off a nice horse in Big 
Kick in his most recent start in Lexington, where he circled the field, lost 
all kinds of ground and still came with a huge late run in his first start off 
the claim for trainer Angel Montano. He creeps up in class to hook a 
competitive field in this $10K starter allowance affair but he’s sharp now, 
having finished in the money in five of his past six starts; rates a slight 
edge in a well-matched field. JACK TRIPP has run well in three of his past 
four starts off a layoff, and he faced a tougher bunch of starter allowance 
foes in his most recent outing in Hot Springs, where he packed it in early 
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and failed to beat a horse. On the positive side, jockey Joe Rocco, Jr. sticks 
with him, and this fellow has fifty percent of his lifetime wins under the 
Twin Spires. Chestnut son of Flatter has effective tactical speed that should 
serve him well in this spot; fires fresh. RING NECKED is a deep closer that 
can generally be counted on to fire and pick up a share of the purse, and 
the Texas-bred has a special affinity for a mile and a sixteenth on the main 
track, a distance at which he has won five-of-six career starts. 10-time 
winner could get some decent splits in front of him on which to close if 
LAMU and SPINNING FOR HOME hook up early; contender. RAGE RIOT 
has been first-or-second in four of his past five starts at Oaklawn Park 
facing $7,500 starter allowance types and has been competitive with the 
likes of RING NECKED and LAMU in the past. He doesn’t have to come 
from out of the clouds to be a factor, and he has placed in 18-of-31 lifetime 
starts; using in exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-3-8 
 
 
RACE NINE 
The English-bred KASSEOPIA (GB) hasn’t visited the winner’s circle since 
September of 2015, but the multiple graded-stakes placed colt has a 
decided back-class advantage over this field and has a license to move 
forward in the third start of his current form cycle. Chestnut has improved 
in each start off the sidelines for trainer Graham Motion—who will employ 
blinkers for the first time on this guy—and he seems to be sitting of a big 
effort. He’s zero-for-four lifetime on grass and the lone win of his career 
came at a minor track in England on a synthetic surface, but his last two 
efforts on the weeds, where he has been allowed to settle and make one run 
are solid; rates top billing. DERBY CHAMPAGNE was bothered on the 
clubhouse turn in his last start, yet still rallied from off the pace and 
finished a mere half-length off the top choice at the healthy odds of 29-1 
three weeks ago in Lexington. Gelded son of Pulpit is another who figures 
to improve in the third start of his current form cycle, and if one throws 
out his effort over the unconventional course at Kentucky Downs, his form 
on the lawn looks pretty good. He’s a juicy 10-1 on the morning line; 
contends at a price. At 2-1 on the morning line, the $500,000 
Speightstown colt SPEIGHT SWIFTLY looks like an underlay, as he’s a four-
year-old that has only made one start, and he will face winners for the first 
time in this heat. He was well-bet in his debut run at Gulfstream Park and 
he hooked a next-out winner in that affair, but he got away with a slow 
opening quarter mile (:24 3/5) and was able to just hang on at the wire. 
Both SEA ROVER and MARKSMAN have a quicker early lick on paper, so 
he’ll be relegated to a stalking trip; figures for part, taking a stand against 
for top honors. SEA ROVER is a well-bred son of English Channel that has 
yet to run a poor race on “firm” turf, and he comes into this race fresh for 
trainer Brian Williamson. His form has improved with blinkers, and he 
figures to stalk the speedy MARKSMAN, who will likely be sent from his 
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wide post draw; cannot eliminate with confidence. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-9-5-7 
 
RACE TEN 
UNO MAS BRANDY dips in class for trainer Chris Hartman, who oversees a 
sharp claiming outfit, and this chestnut son of Saint Anddan has 
encountered trouble in both his prior races. He broke from the rail in his 
last start in a big field then had traffic problems turning for home, yet he 
didn’t quit and still finished with interest. In the penultimate effort, he was 
fifth of 11 and faced a next-out winner despite being bothered at the start. 
He should move forward in just his third career race; choice. BECAUSE 
IT’S TIME will be tighter in his second start off a layoff and continues to 
plummet in class for the high-percentage Tom Amoss barn. I like that he 
turns back to this six-furlong trip with a pair of route races under his belt; 
threat on the drop. KID PERFECT hasn’t hit the board in three prior starts, 
but he continues to drop in class and gets in light in this spot with the 
seven-pound “bug boy” named for the riding assignment. He hasn’t been 
seen at the races in over seven months but has been facing tougher 
company in New York; threat. JACOB SINGS is a well-bred first-time 
starter by Elusive Quality out of an Unbridled’s Song mare that shows up 
for a $50K tag right out of the box but his connections only paid $67,000 
for him, and he sports a gap-free public work tab since mid-March for 
trainer Bret Calhoun, who seems to do his best work with sprinters; worth 
a look in the paddock and post parade. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-9-2-6  
  
 


